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Now, 3 clinically validated tests bring greater diagnostic certainty
The molecular and biomarker-based tests in the Roche Cervical Cancer Portfolio bring greater diagnostic 
certainty to cervical cancer screening so the results you provide can guide clinicians and women along each 
step, removing ambiguity that can arise in current testing approaches.
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Only the Roche Cervical Cancer Portfolio covers the entire spectrum 
of screening, triage, and diagnostic solutions



 *For HPV16/18+ use as additional information in conjunction with the physician’s assessment of patient 
screening history, other risk factors, and professional guidelines to guide patient management.
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Pap/HPV co-testing (age 30-65)

CINtec® PLUS Cytology more clearly stratifies disease risk in HPV-positive patients 
Not every HPV-positive woman will develop cervical cancer, so triage can determine who is most at risk and will benefit 
from more immediate follow-up, and who is at low risk and can be given more time to clear the infection on her own.

CINtec PLUS is a triage cytology test that helps stratify disease risk immediately, giving clinicians confidence when 
selecting the appropriate management for women at every level of risk. CINtec PLUS Cytology can help more clearly 
stratify HPV-positive patients into high risk vs low risk follow-up scenarios.

CINtec PLUS Cytology informs better risk stratification for cervical  
cancer screening
•  Finds more disease in HPV-positive women, regardless of HPV genotype, vaccination status,1 or 

patient age

•  A negative CINtec PLUS Cytology result substantially lowers the risk of remaining undetected 
disease in HPV-positive women

•  Provides greater confidence to clinicians about choosing the right management path for their patients  
when resolving inconclusive co-testing results

•  Offers greater reassurance for those women who are told to come back for re-testing

Reference: 1. CINtec® PLUS Cytology. Package insert. Roche Diagnostics; 2020. 

To learn more, visit go.roche.com/cervicalsolutions
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